Blending the simplicity of an outdoor fire pit with the functionality of a standalone table, EcoSmart’s Wharf 65 fire pit table adds style and practicality to any architectural environment.

**Finish**
Available in a variety of Fluid concrete colours or Natural Teak finish.

**Concrete Surround Options**
- Natural
- Graphite
- Bone
- Natural (Oiled)

**Teak Surround Option**

**Triple Fuel Advantage**
Choose between plumbed natural gas, readily available propane, or our eco-friendly bioethanol fuel system. We make it easy for you to achieve exactly what you want, for exactly where you want it.

**Global Compliance**
LP/NG Burners are UL/ULC Listed. Bioethanol Burner is UL Listed, and ACCC Safety Mandate compliant.

**Versatile and Re-locatable**
When you select Bioethanol or Liquid Propane as your fuel source you’ll never be tied down! With zero hard utility connections, relocating your fire is a breeze. Entertain on your own terms with EcoSmart Fire.

**Included Accessories**
- Fire Screen
- Black Glass Charcoal
- Winter Storage Bag (Outdoor models only)
- Jerry Can (Ethanol only)
- Lighting Rod + Lighter (Ethanol only)

**Optional Accessory**
- XL Baffles x 4 (Ethanol only)
- Tank (Cover, Stool/Side Table)

EcoSmart portable fireplaces are versatile, incredibly durable, and are constructed of weather resistant materials. These appliances are designed to look great for years, and will perform admirably through all four seasons.
Wharf 65

Application
Outdoor and Indoor

Materials
Fluid Concrete or Teak, Grade 304 Stainless Steel Burner, Toughened Glass Fire Screen

Weight (approx)
Concrete 113.3kg [249.3lbs]
Teak 67.3kg [192.1lbs]

LP/NG
Concrete SKU's
Natural ESF.5.O.WHF.65.NA.G
Bone ESF.5.O.WHF.65.BO.G
Graphite ESF.5.O.WHF.65.GH.G

Bioethanol
Concrete SKU's
Natural ESF.5.O.WHF.65.NA.E
Bone ESF.5.O.WHF.65.BO.E
Graphite ESF.5.O.WHF.65.GH.E

Teak SKU
Natural (Oiled) ESF.5.O.WHF.65.TN.G

Teak SKU
Natural (Oiled) ESF.5.O.WHF.65.TN.E

FUEL OPTIONS* BTU/HR BURN HOURS*
Liquid Propane 65,000 8 - 20
Natural Gas 65,000 Unlimited
Bioethanol 15,000 8 - 13

*These values are indicative only.

1 Only bioethanol models are suitable to use indoors. For Indoor Use, additional parts are required. Your chosen application is the ONLY application the model can be used in due to modified configuration of the model. Please advise your Sales Representative at time of purchase so that the product can be configured accordingly.

This model comes with fixing brackets for permanently locating into a fixed position.

Global Compliance
LP/NG Burners are UL/ULC Listed. Bioethanol Burner is UL Listed, and ACCC Safety Mandate compliant.